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Reading Passage Target Words Page 

1 
The Most Visited because, east, expensive, flower, garden, holiday, many, million, mountain, 

8 
Country place, popular, ski, such, total, tower, town, train, walk, watch, world 

2 The Twelve Months 
anxious, awful, consist, desire, eager, household, intent, landscape, lift, load, 

14 
lung, motion, pace, polite, possess, rapidly, remark, seek, shine, spill 

3 
The Battle of arrow, battle, bow, brave, chief; disadvantage, enemy, entrance, hardly, intend, 

20 
Thermopylae laughter, log, military, obey, secure, steady, trust, twist, unless, weapon 

4 
The Deer and His 

chest, confidence, consequence, disaster, disturb, estimate, honor, impress, 

Image 
narrow, pale, rough, satisfy, scream, sensitive, shade, strength, supplement, 26 

terror, threat, victim 

s 
ancestor, angle, boot, border, congratulate, frame, heaven, incredible, legend, 

May 29, 1953 praise, proceed, pure, relative, senior, silent, sink, superior, surround, thick, 32 

wrap 

6 
Ways to Reduce also, automatically, busy, can, clear, close, discuss, feel, listen, meet, music, 

38 
Stress normal, quiet, relax, sleep, stress, study, talk, work, write 

7 
basis, biology, cage, colleague, colony, debate, depart, depress, factual, 

A Beautiful Bird fascinate, mission, nevertheless, occupation, overseas, persuade, route, ruins, 44 

scholar, significant, volcano 

8 
broad, bush, capable, cheat, concentrate, conclude, confident, considerable, 

Tricky Turtle convey, definite, delight, destination, edge, instructions, path, resort, shadow, 50 

succeed, suspect, valley 

9 The Starfish
against, beach, damage, discover, emotion, fix, identify, island, ocean, 

56 
perhaps, pleasant, prevent, rock, save, smile, step, still, taste, throw, wave 

10 
citizen, council, declare, enormous, extraordinary, fog, funeral, giant, 

Blackbeard impression, intention, mad, ought, resist, reveal, rid, sword, tale, trap, trial, 62 

violent 

11 
admission, astronomy, blame, chemistry, despite, dinosaur; exhibit, fame, 

Dinosaur Drawings forecast, genius, gentle, geography, interfere, lightly, principal, row, sheff; 68 

spite, super, wet 

12 The Mean Chef abuse, afford, bake, bean, candle, convert, debt, decrease, fault, fund, generous, 
74 

ingredient, insist, mess, metal, monitor, oppose, passive, quantity, sue 

13 
adequate, anxiety, army, billion, carve, consult, emergency, fortune, 

The Cat and the Fox guarantee, initial, intense, lend, peak, potential, pride, proof, quit, spin, tiny, 80 

tutor 

14 
apparent, blind, calculate, chat, commit, compose, dormitory, exhaust, 

The Good Student greenhouse, ignore, obvious, physics, portion, remind, secretary, severe, 86 

talent, thesis, uniform, vision 

15 
absorb, boss, charitable, committee, contract, crew,, devote, dig, dine, donate, 

The Lucky Knife double, flavor, foundation, generation, handle, layer, mud, smooth, soil, 92 

unique 
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16 Adams County's Gold

17 
Henry Ford's Famous 
Car 

18 The Priest

19 
Strange and Unusual
Jobs 

20 Albert Einstein

21 
From the Earth to the
Starts 

22 The Farm Festival

23 
48 Hours in Hong
Kong 

24 The Doctor's Cure

2S 
How Comet Got His
Tail 

26 The Two Captains

27 
The Duke and the
Minister 

28 The Fisherman

29 Osiris and the Nile

30 
The Kitten and the
Caterpillar 
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Target Words 

academy, ancient, board, century, clue, concert, county, dictionary, exist, flat, 
gentleman, hidden, maybe, officer, original, pound, process, publish, theater, 
wealth 

aim, attach, bet, carriage, classic, commute, confirm, criticize, differ, expense, 
formal, height, invent, junior, labor, mechanic, prime, shift, signal, sincere 

ability, agriculture, cartoon, ceiling, convince, curious, delay, diary, element, 
faith, grain, greet, investigate, joy, label, monk, odd, pause, priest, profession 

ball, bottom, company, drink, few, line, pet, product, responsible, sell, snake, 
stand, strange, tea, test, tongue, they, type, very, wait 

accomplish, approve, approximate, barrier, detect, duty, elementary, failure, 
gradual, immigrant, insert, instant, poverty, pretend, rank, recognition, 
refrigerate, rent, retire, statistic 

accident, astronaut, awake, courage, float, grant, gravity, jewel, miner, mineral, 
participate, permission, pour, raw, satellite, scale, skip, stretch, telescope, 
underground 

alarm, arrest, award, breed, bucket, contest, convict, festival, garage,journalist, 
pup, qualify, repair, resume, rob, slip, somewhat, stable, tissue, yard 

best, card, crowd, day, dish, easy, experience, hotel, hour, light, market, plan, 
price, short, shop, station, surprise, system, taxi, two 

bath, bend, chew, disabled, fantastic, fiction, flag, inspect, journal, liquid, 
marvel, overcome, recall, regr-et, soul, sufficient, surgery, tough, tube, value 

atom, beautiful, breadth, comet, cover, despair, form, fragment, galaxy, gloom, 
large, moon, radiate, roam, solitary, spectrum, sphere, star, status, ugly 

accuse, adjust, amuse, coral, cotton, crash, deck, engage, firm, fuel, grand, 
hurricane, loss, plain, reef, shut, strict, surf, task, zone 

apology, bold, bug, capture, duke, expose, guilty, hire, innocent, language, 
minister, ordinary, permanent, preserve, pronounce, resemble, symptom, 
tobacco, twin, witch 

accompany, bare, branch, breath, bridge, cast, dare, electronic, inn, net, 
philosophy, pot, seed, sharp, sort, subtract, tight, virtual, weigh, whisper 

abstract, annual, clay, cloth, curtain, deserve, feather, fertile, flood, furniture, 
grave, ideal, intelligence, obtain, religious, romantic, shell, shore, wheel, 
wooden 

appliance, basin, broom, caterpillar, cupboard, delicate, emerge, handicap, 
hole, hook, hop, laundry, pursue, reluctant, sleeve, spine, stain, strip, swear, 
swing 
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About the Vocabulary 
The 600 words in each book of this series, along with the additional target words in the appendices 

found in the first three books of the series, include the most useful words in English. The books 

are based on the carefully researched BNC/COCA word frequency lists, which can be found on 

Paul Nation's website. Because of the way that they were chosen, these words have the following 

characteristics: 

1. They are useful in both spoken and written English. No matter what English course a learner is

studying, the words in these books will be of value.

2. Each word in these books is a high-frequency word or mid-frequency word. This means that the

effort invested in learning the words will not be wasted. Learners will have many chances to

encounter or use them in their studies.

3. As a whole, these books cover a large proportion of the words in any spoken or written text. They

cover at least 80% of the words in newspapers and academic texts, and at least 90% of the words

in novels. They also cover at least 90% of the words in conversation.

About the Books 
The activities in these books are specially designed to make use of important learning conditions. 

The words are introduced using sentence definitions and an example sentence. The activities 

that follow in the units encourage learners to recall the meanings and forms of the words. Some 

activities also make the learners think about the meaning of the words in the context of a sentence

a sentence which differs from the sentences that occurred in the introduction of the words. Moreover, 

each unit ends with a story containing the target words. While reading the story, the learners have 

a chance to recall the meanings of the words and adapt them to the context of the story. Such 

activities help learners develop a better understanding of a common meaning for a given word that 

fits the different uses. 

Images for each target word help learners visualize the word as it is used in the example sentence. 

These word-image associations help students grasp the meaning of the word as well as recall the 

word later. 

Book 1 assumes that the learner knows around 400 words of English and focuses on the remaining 

words in the first 1000, plus some from the second 1000. 

Book 4 focuses primarily on the words in Averil Coxhead's well-known Academic Word List. This list 

of 570 words is particularly useful for learners of English as a foreign language who need to read 

academic texts in English at secondary school or university level, and who need to speak, write, and 

listen to lectures on academic topics in English. 

Although many words have more than one grammatical form, this series focuses on the word's most 

common form. This is mentioned to remind learners that, just because a word is labeled and used as 

a noun in this series, does not mean that it can never be used in another form. This series has simply 

focused on the word in the form in which it is most likely to be used. 



To ensure that a wide range of learners in any given class can find useful words to learn in each unit, the 

inclusion of words does not strictly adhere to each 1000-word level. However, there is a progression from 

the first 1000 words to the fourth 1000 words through the books in the series. Table 1 shows the levels of 

the books. 

Table 1: The books in the 4000 ESSENTIAL ENGLISH WORDS series, frequency levels, and CEFR levels 

4000 Level books MaJor word level in the hooks CEFR level 

Book 1 1000 A2 

Book 2 1000-2000 A2 

Book3 2000-3000 Bl 

Book 4 AWL B2 I 
Books 3000-4000 B2 

JBook6 4000 Cl 
-

Supporting Learning with Other Activities 
A well-balanced language course provides four major opportunities for learning: learning through input, 

learning through output, deliberate learning, and fluency development. The highly structured activities in 

these books support all four types of learning opportunities. Learning can further be supported through 

the following activities: 

1. Have students create vocabulary cards with one word from the unit on one side of the card and the

translation of the word in the student's first language on the other side. Students should use the cards

for study in free moments during the day. Over several weeks, students will find that quick repeated

studying for brief periods of time is more effective than studying for hours at one sitting.

2. Assign graded readers at appropriate levels. Reading such books provides both enjoyment as well as

meaning-focused input, which will improve student recall of the words.

3. Practice reading fluency to promote faster recall of word meaning for both sight recognition and

usage. Compass Publishing's Reading for Speed and Fluency is an invaluable resource for reading fluency

material.

4. Include listening, speaking, and writing activities in classes. Reinforcement of the high-frequency

vocabulary presented in this series is important across all four language skills.

Author Paul Nation 
Paul Nation is Emeritus Professor of Applied Linguistics in the School of Linguistics and 
Applied Language Studies at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. He has taught 
in Indonesia, Thailand, the United States, Finland, and Japan. His specialist interests are 
language teaching methodology and vocabulary learning. 

Paul Nation's website 

https://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/about/staff/paul-nation 
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WORD LIST 

_. because [biko:zJ 

conj. Because introduces a reason for something. 
We need to study because we have a test tomorrow. 

east [i:st] 

n. East is the direction the sun rises from.
My window looks to the east, so I can watch the sunrise every morning. 

expensive [ikspensiv] 

adj. Expensive things cost a lot of money. 
My friend drives an expensive sports car. 

flower [flauar] 

n. A flower is the colored part of a plant.
She gave pink flowers to her grandmother. 

garden [ga:rdn] 

n. A garden is an area where people grow plants .
The garden is very bright and colorful in the spring. 

holiday [haladeiJ 

n. A holiday is a special day of celebration.
Monday was a holiday, so there was no school or work . 

many [meni] 

adj. Many shows that there is a large number of something. 
There are many people on the street. 

million [mfljan] 

n. A million is another way to write the number 1,000,000.
Almost 19 million people live in Delhi, India. 

mountain [mauntan] 

n. A mountain is a very high hill.
Mount Everest is the highest mountain in the world. 

place [pleis] 

n. A place is a space or area.
A library is a place where people can read books. 
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D popular [papjularJ

adj. A popular thing is liked by many people. 

These people are listening to a popular man speak. 

D ski [ski:J

v. To ski is to glide on long pieces of wood or metal over snow.

The man likes to ski and goes every weekend.

LJ SUCh [SAtj] 

adj. Such means "like this". 

I have never seen such a beautiful sunset before. 

0 total [t6utl]

n. Total shows that everyone or everything has been counted.

The total cost of the items she bought was $52.

D tower [tauarJ

n. A tower is a tall, narrow building.

This is a very famous tower in Italy.

0 town [taun]

A Track 1-1

n. A town is a place where people live and work, and is smaller than a city.

I come from a small town, and everyone there knows each other. 

D train [treinJ

n. A train is a group of railway cars connected together.

The train is very fast, so we can get home in one hour.

D walk [wo:kJ

v. To walk is to move forward using legs, but it is slower than running.

The children walk to school in the morning.

0 watch [walfl

v. To watch is to look at someone or something for a period of time.

My friend came over to watch a movie with me.

0 world [wa:rld]

n. The world is the Earth and all the people and things in it.

What are the names of the five oceans of the world?

9 

, ' 



A deer told himself every day, "I am the most handsome deer in the forest. My large 

chest shows my power. And my beautiful horns impress other animals:' 

But he did not like his legs and hooves*. "My legs are narrow, and my hooves are 

ugly. They do not satisfy me:' 

One day, the deer saw a big dog. The deer made some noise and disturbed the 

dog. The dog woke up and ran after him. The deer felt terror. He screamed. He did not 

want to be a victim, so he ran into the forest. His strong legs helped him run fast. His 

pale brown hooves were hard, so they were not sensitive to the rough rocks. However, 

his horns got caught in branches and slowed him down. His large chest could not fit 

between the thick trees. 

The deer estimated that he ran for an hour. He felt like he was running to the limit 

of his strength. In the end, the deer escaped the threat of the dog. He sat in the shade 

of a tree. "That was almost a disaster! I almost did not escape because of my chest and 

horns. My legs and hooves saved me:' As a consequence, the deer learned to honor 

his fast legs and have confidence in his strong hooves. "Pretty things only supplement 

important things;' he thought. 

* hooves - the feet of animals like deer and horses



READING COMPREHENSION 

Answer the questions. 

1. What is this story about?

a. Why a chest shows power

b. How a deer becomes a victim

c. Why deer have confidence in their horns

d. How a deer learned to honor useful things

2. Why did the deer scream?

a. He felt great terror.

b. He was not sensitive.

c. He knew he had plenty of strength left.

d. His legs were narrow.

3. What can we infer from the end of the story?

a. The deer impressed the animals with his long run.

b. The deer was a victim of disaster.

c. The deer's legs and hooves satisfied him.

d. The deer went back to disturb the dog again.

4. According to the passage, all the following are true EXCEPT

a. the deer's hooves were pale

b. the deer sat in the shade of a tree

c. the deer experienced a bad consequence

d. the rough rocks decorated the forest

5. What happened to the deer's horns when he ran away?

.,. 
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- ancestor [rensester]

n. An ancestor is a family member from the past.

My ancestors came from Germany. 

angle [rer:JglJ

n. An angle is the direction from which something is looked at.

The giraffe turned its head to see from another angle.

boot [bu:t]

n. A boot is a heavy shoe that goes up above a person's ankle.

He wore boots so that his feet wouldn't get wet.

border [b6:rder]

n. A border is the edge of an area.

The postcard had a pretty green border of pine needles.

congratulate [kengrretf uleit]

v. To congratulate someone is to tell them that you are happy for them.

Bill and Angela congratulated each other on a job well done.

frame [freim]

n. A frame is a border for a picture or mirror.

I have to get a frame for my friend's picture.

heaven [heven]

n. Heaven is the place that some believe people go to after they die.

When I die, I hope that I go to heaven.

incredible [inkredebl]

adj. An incredible thing is so amazing that it is hard to believe. 

I have an incredible story to tell you about my vacation. 

legend [led3end]

n. A legend is a story from the past. 

There is a well-known legend about a king and his queen . 

praise [preiz]

v. To praise is to show that you like someone or something.

The coach praised the athletes after a good practice.
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D rptoceed [presi:dJ 
v. To proceed is to go somewhere or to continue doing something.
My son and I proceeded to the beaGh so we coyltJ go fishing.

D put& [pjuarJ 
adj. A pure thing is very clear and beautiful.
ihe rose was pure. It had no dirt t>t imp·erfeGtions. 

D relative [relativJ 
n. A relative is a family member. 
My relatives came cy to see the new baby. 

0 te:nior [si:njar] 
adj. A senior person is older or more experienced. 
Because he got his job first

1 
�0b is the senior chef. 

o :sUen [sai1antJ
adj. A silent person or thing makes no sound.
Since no one wa·s liome, tlie lioYse was silent.

CJ sink [sir)kJ 
v. To sink into something is to slowly fall into it.
The boat had a hole in it

1 
anti it sank into the ocean. 

0 superior [sap[ariar] 
adj. A superior person or thing is better than another. 
I think cooking outdoors is superior to cooking indoors . 

L aurround [saraunctJ 
v. To surround something is to close in on it from all sides.
We surrounded the suspect on all four sides.

:1 thick reikJ 
adj. A thick thing is wide and solid. 
The fog was so thick that I couldn't see through it. 

J wrap [rcEp] 

v. To wrap is to cover something on all sides.
I wrapped his gift and put a bow on it.

- ---
- -
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Today is the most important day of my life. I finally climbed Mt. Everest, the tallest 

mountain in the world. My name is Edmund Hillary. 

The top of the mountain was amazing. It felt like we were close to heaven. The 

snow was so thick that my boots sank into it. The air was silent. I looked at the beauty 

that surrounded me. Maybe my story will be a legend someday. 

I want people to remember this forever. I was the senior explorer in my group, and 

I knew we needed something to show others about our climb. I took many pictures with 

my camera. I'll put them in a frame and hang them on the wall of my house. 

On the mountain, the air was very cold. I wrapped my coat around my body. 

I looked over the side of the mountaintop. From that angle, I saw the border of the 

clouds touch the rocks below. The snow was thick. It looked pure. There was no sign of 

modern life. Thousands of years ago, my ancestors saw the world this way. 

After fifteen minutes, I knew it was time to proceed down the mountain. The whole 

team congratulated each other. My superior, John Hunt, praised us all. I sent messages 

to my relatives to tell them that I was safe. But it was hard to leave the mountain so 

quickly. I wanted to enjoy the incredible sight even longer. 



READING COMPREHENSION 

Answer the questions. 

1. What is this story about?

a. Edmund Hillary's incredible experience

b. The lives of Edmund Hillary's anc.estors

c. The legend of Mt. Everest

d. How to use a camera when surrounded by snow

2. What did Hillary see over the mountajntop?

a. The sun in the east

b. His boots on the rocks below

c. His picture in a frame

d. The border of the clouds touching the rocks

3. HiJlary was happy to do all of the foJlowing EXCEPT __ _

a. proceed down the mountain

b. get praise from his superior

c. hear his team congratulate him

d. send messages to his relatives

=s ,,._ 

---

4. According to the passage, the ajr at the top of the mountain was

a. silent

b. thJck

c. incredible

d. senior

S. Why did HilJary wrap his coat ti.ghtly around himself?

.... 
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SOLAR SYSTEM 

SHAPES 

D 
square rectangle 

0 G 
circle semi-circle 

B 
cube cone 

pyramid cylinder 

6 
triangle 

0 
oval 

sphere 

prism 

WEIGHTS & MEASURES 

Weight 

1 kilogram = 1,000 grams 
1 ton = 1,000 kilograms 
1 pound = 16 ounces 
1 kilogram = 2.2 pounds 

Capacity measure 

1 quart = 4 cups 
1 pint = 2 cups 
1 quart = 2 pints 
1 gallon = 4 quart 
1 gallon = 8 pints 

Linear measure 

1 centimeter = 1 O millimeters 
1 meter = 100 centimeters 
1 kilometer = 1,000 meters 

1 inch = 2.54 centimeters 

1 foot = 12 inches 
1 yard = 3 feet 

1 mile = 5,280 feet 
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